Unfold
Your Own
Myth

Take five supermodels, five modern
MARVEL Super Heroes, and a serious
piece of interactive technology activated
through the magazine’s app. The
result? A mind-boggling piece of
mythmaking that throws down
the gauntlet to you, dear reader:
can you, too, save the world?
Boom! Craash! Zap! !&@*! Splonk!
(Yes, Splonk!) Let this piece
of comic-book history in
the making unfold.

TEXT BY

Harriet QUICK

In GARAGE’s Super Heroes story,
a cast of fashion’s finest models transmute before our
eyes into Marvel characters. By day, they may pursue
professional roles, but when duty calls, they switch on
their superpowers to defeat the baddies, overcome their
own insecurities, and wave the flag for the strength and
resilience of human nature. Over the past few years, female
Super Heroes have been front and center at Marvel, from
THOR being announced as a woman to CAPTAIN MARVEL
being celebrated in her own movie, and now these iconic
characters are being celebrated through fashion. No
cleavage-enhancing bodysuits here; instead, they wear
goddess robes, studded moto jackets, sweeping capes,
hoodies, and kickass boots designed by pioneering
creatives of the fashion world. These fabulous five meld
the powers of style, beauty, technology, and the infinite
reaches of the human imagination to emerge from our
pages in all their 3D swashbuckling glory.

Karlie KLOSS, the willowy,
ballet-trained, cookie-
making beauty from Missouri,
finds herself cast
as one of Marvel’s most popular characters, BLACK
WIDOW, who first appeared on comic-book pages in
1964. Aka Natasha Romanoff, BLACK WIDOW masqueraded
as a ballerina while training as a spy in the former USSR
before defecting to the USA. Her superpowers include
intellect, combat, and espionage.
South African-born Candice SWANEPOEL, a Victoria’s
Secret leading Angel and an active fundraiser, is
transformed into the sensational SPIDER-GWEN, who
was awarded her own Marvel comic in 2015. Gwen
plays in an underground band and, at night, becomes
a vigilante, equipped with her special web-weaving /  wallclimbing spider prowess. The irrepressible Lexi BOLING —
leader of a gang of feisty tomboy models, who
champions individual empowerment both on and off duty —
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SHE-HULK
Real name:
Jennifer WALTERS
Height: 5ft 10in
as Walters / 6ft
7in as She-Hulk
Weight: 145lb as
Walters / 650lb
as She-Hulk
First comic
appearance:
Savage She-Hulk #1
– February
1980

powers And
abilities

Incredible superhuman strength, durability,
and healing factor.
Able to switch between human and superhuman forms at will.
Accomplished defense attorney, having practiced law both as
Jennifer Walters and as SHE-HULK.

u nleashes her daredevil, stereotype-defying spirit to take on
the mantle of Carol Danvers, a former U.S. Air Force pilot,
aka CAPTAIN MARVEL. This Super Hero projects energy
from her hands, and can fly at super-speed and survive in
space. Though bonded with alien-like powers, for DANVERS,
EARTH is home and she will protect it at all costs. The
multiracial and multilingual, Brazilian-born Adriana LIMA
channels her incredible energy to become Jennifer Walters,
whose alter ego is the formidable SHE-HULK. This green
goddess is one of the strongest heroes in the Marvel Universe.
Finally, the shaven-headed teenager Cuba Tornado SCOTT —
granddaughter of Ridley Scott and a prized equestrian
talent and illustrator — deploys her maverick talents to
take on the character of the mighty, thundering THOR.
Is this merely another day of role-playing in the life
of a supermodel or another piece of headline-making wizardry
in the beleaguered world of magazines? Models, after all,
gain their repute not only for long-limbed beauty, but for
their mesmerizing image-making power, their ability to shift
shapes and challenge perceptions. Even as we gaze in awe
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Raised from an early age in the top-secret Red
Room program, Natasha Romanoff was trained to
be the BLACK WIDOW, a dangerous super-spy and
master in the arts of espionage, subversion, and
combat. She ultimately defected from her original
keepers, instead seeking to right the wrongs of her past by joining
the covert intelligence agency S.H.I.E.L.D. Now, as a member of the
heroic Avengers, BLACK WIDOW uses her unequaled
skills to protect the
innocent.

b io

Real name:
Carol Susan Jane
DANVERS
Height: 5ft 11in
Weight: 150lb
First comic
appearance:
Marvel
Super-Heroes
#13 – March 1968
(as Carol Danvers)
/ Captain Marvel
#1 – September
2012 (as Captain
Marvel)

SPIDER-GWEN
Real name:
Gwendolyn
Maxine
“Gwen” STACY
Height: 5ft 5in
Weight: 125lb
First comic
appearance:
Edge of
Spider-Verse #2
– September 2014
In an alternate universe, a twist of fate caused Midtown High student Gwen Stacy,
rather than Peter Parker, to be bitten by a radioactive spider, granting her amazing
arachnid-like abilities. Dubbed SPIDER-WOMAN by the media, Stacy donned a unique
costume and endeavored to exploit her newfound talents for personal gain and
attention. However, when Parker, desperate to be “special” like his new idol
SPIDER-WOMAN, died in a tragic lab experiment gone wrong, Stacy learned that, with
great power, there must also come great responsibility. Now she uses her powers to
protect the innocent, balancing her duties as SPIDER-WOMAN with the challenges of
teenage life.

BIO

BIO

A chance
encounter
with an alien
being
granted ace
US Air
Force pilot
Carol Danvers incredible powers. Endeavoring to use her fantastic new
abilities for the forces of good, Danvers joined the Super Hero community
in their ongoing struggle against evil. After years of protecting the
planet, she began a new chapter in her heroic story when she took on the
legendary mantle of CAPTAIN MARVEL, earth’s mightiest hero.

at their deft incarnations, we question the value of the
profession. And though the value of magazines in
provoking thought, entertaining, and inspiring dreams
is eternal, print is a dinosaur in the digital world.
The conundrums sparked a fire and the challenges
fanned the flames — so GARAGE joined forces with
Marvel, as well as long-standing collaborator and
makeup maestro Pat McGRATH, and the animation wizards
at The Mill to create a multidimensional feature that
implodes the boundaries of what’s safe and what’s
prescribed. KA-POW?!
The power that synergizes all the players, projections,
and media is the force of the imagination. Fashion
designers, models, and editors — like comic-book Super
Heroes, graphic artists, and animators — share a talent
for storytelling and reinvention. This gift is both
God-given and a hard-won skill. Storytellers face many
obstacles in communicating true content. Their

abilities
And

powers

BIO

When defense attorney Jennifer Walters needed
a life-saving blood transfusion, her reclusive cousin
Bruce Banner (the Incredible Hulk) came to her aid. Little did either
know that Banner’s gamma-infused blood would change Walters into
a towering, green-skinned powerhouse – the sensational SHE-HULK.
Able to retain her sense of self (and sense of humor) in her
transformed state (unlike her tumultuous cousin), “Shulkie” uses her
muscles and her mind to see justice done.

Superhuman strength, stamina, and durability.
Can fly at high speed and project intense energy blasts.
Highly trained military pilot,
espionage agent, and
hand-to-hand combatant.

BLACK WIDOW
Real name: Natalia
“Natasha” ROMANOFF
(born ROMANOVA)
Height: 5ft 7in
Weight: 130lb
First comic appearance:
Tales of Suspense #52
– April 1964

Master in the covert arts of espionage, infiltration, and subterfuge.
Expert martial artist, with exceptional agility and athletic ability.
Utilizes WIDOW’s Bite bracelets, weapons capable of stunning
enemies with electrical discharges.

POaW
ndERS
Abilities

superpowers are patience,
perspiration, and tenacity.
Behind the scenes at Marvel Comics sits director
of content development and editor Sana AMANAT, a South
Asian-American Muslim who, as a young girl discovered
the strength and beauty of the misfit while watching
X-MEN — the Super Heroes with their distinct looks and
special powers became her friends. When Amanat decided on
comic-book publishing as a career, she was on a mission:
to challenge those rigid categories that we all tend
to place ourselves, and others, in. “My whole thing was to
make comic books more accessible for everyman and
everywoman — to broaden our audience,” she says. “It’s
about getting people to connect with our characters
and hoping they’ll come play with us.”
Amanat now acts as “guardian” for Marvel’s roster
of Super Heroes, overseeing storylines and the
development of characters into toys, films,

Superhuman strength, agility, and endurance.
Ability to stick to and climb walls and other surfaces.
Special “Spider-Sense” warns of incoming danger.
Uses mechanical web-shooters, allowing her to fire and
swing from sticky webs.

and games. Alongside writer G. Willow Wilson and
artist Adrian Alphona, AMANAT developed one of Marvel’s
best-loved new-generation heroes: Kamala Khan, aka
MS. MARVEL. Khan, like Amanat, is a Muslim American
who has to fight against the expectations and
definitions projected by society and also by family
and friends. The character, which was two years in
gestation, was widely welcomed. “We were not trying
to check boxes, but send a powerful message about
what it means to feel misunderstood in the world,”
she explains. “We happened to have one of those
lightning-in-a-bottle moments.”
Why do we as human beings desire Super Heroes
and will them into being? “We are aspirational beings,”
says Amanat. “We don’t like to settle for second best,
and we like to try to find ways to be better than
ourselves, and find the best versions of ourselves.
Super Heroes represent the epitome of human greatness –
they are, in many ways, modern-day gods. I love them
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SCARLET
WITCH
Real name:
Wanda
MAXIMOFF
Height: 5ft 7in
Weight: 135lb
First comic
appearance:
X-Men #4
– March 1964

POWEnRS BILITIES
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PHOTOGRAPHER

Patrick Demarchelier

powErs and Abilities
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bio

because they are timeless icons. You don’t necessarily see
race or gender, and that allows you to embrace the bigger
ideas they represent. As editors and storytellers, our
responsibility is to push that positive messaging. Through
these characters, we want to suggest the idea that anyone
can express their own unique identity and individualism.
Each Super Hero has his or her own vulnerabilities, and their
journey is about finding their unique identity and owning
it. People are still stereotyping, but we cannot categorize
people based on a label. We have to try to move beyond that.”

HEROINES

Master of chaos magic, allowing her to alter
probability in the form of “hex bolts.” Practical effects
of these hexes include force fields,
limited telekinesis and mental manipulation,
levitation, “bad luck” effects, and other
alterations of reality as determined by her
current mental state and level of focus.

During her tenure as a talented
physician, Dr. Jane Foster first
met the mythical Asgardian THOR,
sparking a deep and long-lasting bond
between the two unlikely friends.
When a dark secret from THOR’s past
caused him to no longer be worthy of
his name, a mysterious all-new THOR
suddenly appeared. It was, indeed,
Foster, who had been found worthy by
the enchanted hammer Mjolnir and was
thus bestowed with all the legendary
warrior’s powers. Foster now wages
two battles – one against the terminal
disease destroying her mortal body, and
the other against the enemies of earth
and Asgard as the mighty THOR.

Superhuman strength,
speed, endurance,
and resistance to injury.
Wields the enchanted Uru-forged hammer Mjolnir, which grants
mastery over the elements of thunder and lightning, as well as the ability
to fly and open inter-dimensional gateways.
Displays greater control over Mjolnir than the original THOR,
meaning she can change the hammer’s direction mid-throw or cause
it to travel in non-linear patterns.
Accomplished physician with years of experience in the field of medicine.
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Endowed with astonishing powers at a young
age, Wanda Maximoff and her twin brother Pietro
struggled to survive as orphaned children in Eastern
Europe. As adolescents, they were recruited by a
superhuman band of terrorists, who would see their
unique gifts used for evil. However, an encounter
with the heroic Avengers caused the Maximoff twins
to rethink their ways. Today, Wanda uses her
extraordinary, though often unstable, abilities to see
justice done as the enigmatic Scarlet Witch.

MAR

THOR
Real
name: Jane FOSTER
Height: 5ft 7in as Foster /
6ft 3in as Thor
Weight: 125lb as Foster /
520lb as Thor
First comic appearance:
Journey Into Mystery #84
– September 1962 (as Jane
FOSTER) / Thor #1 –
October 2014 (as Thor)

bio

Study these Super Hero images a little longer and
a multidimensional story emerges. These threads weave
in and out of our own narratives. To be extraordinary
in any field requires determination, strength in adversity,
the ability to keep on learning, and the willingness to
take leaps of faith.
The underlying power of fashion and of art is to
help us find our own identity and our own point of
view, so that we can face the baddies. The baddies may
be external, but they also lie within; again and again,
they rock us to the core of our souls. Still, page by
page and day by day, we emerge a little bit stronger.
Fantasy and reality, experience and daydreams, masks and
naked faces all magically collude to help us blast past
the labels. Above Amanat’s desk is a Post-it note with
a line from the poet Rumi: “Unfold your own myth.” With the
help of these awe-inspiring five and A
KA-POW! BOOM!
CRAASH! and KLONKK!, we can. We will.
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PHOTOGRAPHER’S ASSISTANTS: MARGARET
GIBBONS, NANDO PONCE, AND JAMES CLARKE

HAIR ASSISTANT: LUCAS WILSON

FASHION ASSISTANTS: ADONIS KENTROS,
TERRI WATERS, AND KATE CARNEGIE

MANICURIST: GERALDINE HOLFORD
AT THE WALL GROUP

PRODUCTION: KATE
WIGGALL AT
CHAOS FASHION
FASHION INTERN:
COLETTE DRYBURGH

DIGITAL OPERATOR: EVAN LEE

AUGMENTED
REALITY: THE MILL
DESIGNERS:
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER:
PIERCE GIBSON AND GAP
SALLYANN HOUGHTON
SANGPATTHARAMATEE
:
PRODUCER
CG LEAD: RAYMOND LEUNG
VFX
SEWICZ
ANNA BORY
S BERNER
CREATIVE DIRECTOR: ANDREA

SPECIAL THANKS TO: JOSS HASTINGS,
VP, FRANCHISE AND RETAIL
COMMUNICATIONS, DISNEY CONSUMER
PRODUCTS, AND JEFF POULIN,
SENIOR MANAGER, CREATIVE, MARVEL
ADDITIONAL THANKS TO: DISNEY
, MARVEL,
AND THE ACE HOTEL, NEW YORK
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MODELS: ADRIANA LIMA AT THE SOCIETY MANAGEMENT,
KARLIE KLOSS, LEXI BOLING AND CANDICE SWANEPOEL
AT IMG, CUBA TORNADO SCOTT AT WOMEN
MANAGEMENT, AND GRACE HARTZEL AT NEXT

HAIR: JIMMY PAUL
AT SUSAN PRICE
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